CONTACT US WITH YOUR SHOW IDEAS 595-6195

LOCAL SHOWS, in rough chronological order beginning Monday

**Grounds Control** - weekdays morning show with variety of hosts: local events and info, interviews, music

**Nordic Roots, Then & Now** - explores shared influences of Nordic countries, here and there, then and now, Arna R Peterson

**Conservation Corner** - covering a variety of topics about natural resource stewardship on the North Shore, SWCD

**Earth, Air, Fire, and Water** - Two Harbors' radio program on topics surrounding our environment [coming later this fall]

**Shore Life** -a monthly musical menagerie with musicians from the Great Lakes area, features an in-studio interview with Northwoods Archive: a musical sojourn exploring a common thread running through a group of disparate artists

**Blues for your Soul** - Mychele's variety of blues and soul music featuring special guest Mikey, Ely Blues Fest guide

**Harvest Program** a variety program covering the history of recorded music over the past 100 years, by Robert J Peterson

**Voices of Hope** Lake Co. Sex Trafficking Task Force raises awareness to prevent commercial sex trade, advocates for victims

**Veteran's Show** - local veterans service officer discusses veterans issues, opportunities

**Bent Harbors** - novelty tunes and other oddities, by Bruce the Moose

**Tub of Dub** - swim through musical seas of riddim' and reverb, from King Tubby to Scratch Perry & beyond, by Bruce

**Following 61** - a musical trek down an eclectic highway paved with poignant sounds that carry you to noon & beyond

**Art Around the Lake** - Sandi P brings us art news, interviews with visual artists in the area, upcoming arts events

**Will's Sports Wrap** high school senior Will Peterson gives us the low-down on all school sports, last week's and next

**Superior Jazz** - jazz standards to emerging artists share to get you in the groove, alt with blues Hus, Beth A

**Blues Hus** - from New Orleans to Chicago to the West Coast, all blues genres have a room at the Hus, LeAllan E

**Steel Harmony** - music of varied styles with a steel guitar as an essential part of the songs, Paul H

**The High School Show** high school freshman Dale Peterson fills us in on happenings at the TH High School

**Tale Collector** - discussion of obscure/lesser known stories from various media and of varying genre, by Erika A

**The Hive** - a collection of interviews revealing the array of personalities that make up our home, by Gail F

**Story Time** - short readings of stories for grown-ups by Tom Koehler

**The Beat Farm** - music geared to get your feet moving with live interviews, music by area musicians, by Big Dave A

**Swap Show/Roving Reporter** buy/sell call-ins, reports from yard sales and farmers' market; [coming soon, needs hosts]

**Ektoplasm Eargasm** - Electronica for dancing on the floor or in your head, by Bruce the Moose

**Where the Sun Don't Shine** - happening gospel tunes, radical protest songs and a slew of jammin musical eclecticism, Allen KM

**NON-LOCAL SHOWS: Talk or mix of talk and music [most music shows self-explanatory]**

**The Food Sleuth** - thinking beyond your plate, connecting the dots between food, health and agriculture, finding food truth

**51%** - women's perspective on issues around the environment, health, our children, politics and the arts

**Tell us a Tale** and **Children's Storytime** - a mix of stories and music for kids of all ages

**Maternally Yours** - conversation about pregnancy, childbirth and early motherhood

**Storyland** - stories read with sound effects and music, a puzzle, and a segment where one or more kids read their own stories

**Person, Place, Thing** - features a well-known guest talking about their favorite person, place and thing; live audience

**New Letters** - writers talking about & reading from their work; longest running broadcast of a literary radio series

**Mind's Eye Radio** - blending essays, poetry, commentary and features built around a theme (Wisconsin)

**Tom & Doug Show** - music and comedy documenting their continued & sustained failures and fleeting illusions of success

**Best of our Knowledge** - highlights breakthroughs in education across disciplines and across the globe [Not WPR's TTBOOK]

**Radio Curious** - interviews on a curiously wide array of topics concerning life and ideas

**Between the Lines** - under-reported/ignored/marginalized national and international news, some NE regional

**Upstate Old Time Radio** - best of old time radio, forgotten classics, obscurities, and contemporary radio dramas

**Alternative Radio** - audio energy for democracy (California)

**Sprouts** - local radio productions of national interest, produced by community radio stations across the country

**The Big Picture** - ideas about the origins, behavior and future of life - and technology - on Earth in surprising and playful terms

**Making Contact** - grassroots voices and ideas with stories of change through activism

**All Mixed Up** - a collage of great music and current-events sound bites

**Left, Right & Center** - current political topics addressed by speakers from across the political spectrum

**Native Solidarity News** - in support of indigenous peoples' survival, dignity and self-determination

**This Way Out** - an international news magazine of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender issues

**Community of Voices** - under-reported news, peace, social justice topics (archived editions)

**Radio Theater Project** - contemporary plays performed before an enthusiastic audience, with live sound effects